
China's post-Covid recovery is losing steam

China’s reopening recovery has likely passed its peak in Q1 and appears to be stalling

in April. The weakness in manufacturing is worrying. Private sector confidence will

probably take time to recover. This will weigh on the labour market recovery, and

in turn slow the momentum in consumption and services, especially in the second

half of the year.

 Tommy Wu

China’s economic recovery had a good start, driven by the households’ pent-up demand

after the authorities abandoned the zero-Covid policy in December last year. GDP grew

by a solid 2.2% quarter-on-quarter in Q1 (see title chart). But the progress has been

uneven. Consumption and services had been strong, but manufacturing had been rather

modest, as suggested by the PMI falling below the 50-neutral mark again in April.

It appears that the rebound has already passed its peak, and China’s growth momentum

looks set to slow in the coming quarters. We have been expecting Q2's growth to slow

after the Q1 rebound. However, activity data from April all came in below ours and

market expectations. This suggest China’s recovery is losing steam earlier than expected.

Lackluster activity among private enterprises…
Even at the initial stage of the reopening recovery, private sector confidence had

been a concern. Confidence had been shaken by the zero-Covid policy, regulatory

tightening, concerns about inconsistency in policymaking, and the rising influence of

the government in business activity. It is possible that lackluster confidence is not just

a temporary phenomenon.

While the government has been trying to talk up the private sector, many private

enterprises and entrepreneurs may take a wait-and-see approach before they decide

to start investing and hiring in a more significant manner. Reflecting this, private

sector fixed asset investment grew only 0.6% yoy in Q1. This is compared to the 11.1%

growth in investment made by state-owned enterprises (SOEs), notably in infrastructure,

innovative sectors, and upgrading of heavy industries such as coal, oil, and steel, which

are supported by policy stimulus (Chart 1).

Chart 1 - Private sector investment has been lackluster
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…weak exports…
Besides weakness in domestic private enterprises, gloomy external demand also

dragged on China’s growth. Headline exports were boosted by post-reopening
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normalization and low base last year when major production hubs were under

lockdowns. However, the underlying demand has been weak. Official manufacturing

PMIs suggest new export orders fell below 50 in April. Exports in the rest of Asia also

slumped more generally, providing evidence that the underlying global demand has

been weak.

…as well as ongoing real estate downturn…
While the stabilization in housing market could contribute to this year’s GDP growth

through real estate services, as seen in Q1, real estate construction probably won't turn

around just yet.

Positively, housing market appears to be bottoming. House prices and sales have

stabilized in recent months. However, real estate construction was still weak. Real estate

fixed investment fell for the 14th consecutive month, registering -16.2% yoy in nominal

terms in April and -6.5% in Q1.

The weakness in real estate construction could persist for much longer. First of all,

the property sector is under restructuring. It is getting clearer that policy support

favours stronger private developers and state-owned players, and for the weaker ones

to restructure or eventually being taken over. The consolidation process could last for

a few more years. In the meantime, property developers’ focus will likely remain on the

completion of existing projects and less so on new projects.

Second, as long as the problems about developers’ financing persist, homebuyers will

remain concern about housing completion. Homebuyers’ confidence will remain fragile

and the bottoming in housing sales is far from certain. This does not bode well for

developers’ cash flows, construction, nor real estate services.

…are weighing on manufacturing
All of the above factors dragged on the recovery in China’s manufacturing. Based on

GDP data, the secondary industry, which includes construction and manufacturing, only

expanded 3.3% yoy in Q1, slower than the overall GDP growth of 4.5%.

Labour market improvement will likely be slow…
While the official unemployment rate continued to fall, we interpret this statistics with

caution. We think the official youth unemployment rate probably provides a better

indication of the actual health of China's labour market.

The youth unemployment rate remained elevated at 20.4% in April (Chart 2). This shows

that the economy is still struggling to absorb new workers, and likely reflects that weak

hiring sentiment among private enterprises persists. This is not only due to the cyclical

downturn that the private sector is going through. It is also due to structural issues. On

the one hand, economic dynamism probably decreases and it affects hiring, especially

for entrepreneurs and innovative firms. On the other hand, the supply of young workers

with higher education has increased. Both forces have led to an increasingly severe skill

mismatch, and the elevated youth unemployment rate reflects that. We thus think labour

market slack has remained significant.
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Chart 2 - Youth unemployment rate reached record high
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Weak inflation also suggests the economy remains significantly below potential as

demand has been weak. Headline CPI inflation in April fell to just 0.1% yoy. Excluding

food and energy, core inflation stood at a modest 0.7%. CPI inflation was way below the

PBoC's 3% target.

…which will weigh on consumer spending after pent-up
demand fades
The recovery in consumption and services has remained firm so far in Q2, albeit slowing

down after a strong Q1. Holiday spending and travel exceeded pre-pandemic levels.

However, we regard this as a normalization of consumption after the end of the Covid-

related lockdowns. What we did not see is a return of consumption to the pre-crisis trend

(Chart 3). This indicates that domestic demand is still rather sluggish.

As we mentioned earlier, it is possible that lackluster private sector confidence is not

just a temporary phenomenon. As such, we hold a cautious view about the improvement

in jobs and income prospects for households. In addition, the uncertainty surrounding

the property market remains and will likely continue to weigh on consumer sentiment.

Therefore, we expect slower consumption growth beyond the initial recovery.

Chart 3 - Consumption recovery comes into question
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Government may not come to the rescue on time
The firmer-than-expected Q1 GDP, plus the very low base last year when Shanghai was

under lockdowns, could put the first half’s GDP growth beyond 6% yoy. This means that

this year’s growth could comfortably reach beyond the 5% target set by the government

in March.

Given the disappointing data for April, policymakers will likely need to maintain, or

even step up, their policy stimulus effort. The PBoC will likely continue to keep policy

supportive. Meanwhile, the government will likely maintain the pace of infrastructure

spending in Q2. Given that the planned spending is frontloaded this year, the pace will

likely slow in the second half of the year. This means the government will probably need

to step up its spending in H2 than originally planned.

However, there is a risk that the government may be reluctant to step up the pace of

fiscal policy easing much if the official growth target looks well in reach. This is especially

the case given the build-up of fiscal stress. Local government debt has risen sharply

since the pandemic began. This brings China’s general government debt to 76.2% of GDP

in Q3 2022, up from 57.6% in 2019, according to BIS statistics. What’s more, land sales,

which accounted for 30% of local governments’ revenue in the past, will likely remain

slow due to the lingering real estate problems.

Slow growth momentum in H2
All in all, China’s economic growth momentum looks set to slow in the second half of

this year. We upgraded 2023 GDP growth forecast to 5.8% from 5.2% previously only

because of the stronger-than-expected outturn of Q1 GDP and an upward data revision

of the quarterly growth rate in Q4 2022. We actually downgraded growth in H2 to reflect

the arguments we have discussed above.

Weak Renmimbi?
The weakening growth speaks in favour of a loose monetary policy on the part of the

Chinese central bank. If the yuan nevertheless appreciates somewhat against the dollar

over the course of the year, it will only be because the Federal Reserve is likely to cut

its key interest rate more sharply from the beginning of 2024.
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